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Details of Visit:

Author: HappyCheese701
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 18 Jan 2015 14:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

The Premises:

The surrounding area is pleasant, with enough foot traffic to blend in with and not a huge crowd to
fight through. There are hotels, flats, students etc. It's pretty mixed and there are coffee shops you
can hit if you are a bit early. Not sure about parking, but it's City of Westminster, so probably will
cost a pretty penny.

The place itself is a pretty average middle-class block of apartments. There is a doorman in the
lobby, which is a nuisance, but the elevators are just on your left. Buzz her apartment and walk in
like you own the place and nobody batts an eyelid. At least there are no scumbags hanging around
the place unlike some WGs I have visited.

Her apartment is clean, spacious and warm in winter, and the bedroom is fresh, usually dimily lit
with candles and has soft music playing. Very relaxing and atmosphere if you like that sort of thing,
which I do. There are a lot of oils and incense, which she uses in her trysts to enhance the
experience.

The Lady:

When we met Elina was dressed in black stockings and suspenders, a lacy-bra she was spilling out
of and spikey high heeled stilettos, plus the long blonde hair you see in her AW profile. The overall
effect was a cross between a Wagneresque Slavic valkyrie and a dungeon mistress. Importantly
she was clean, perfumed and freshly shaved. Not subtle, but RRrrrrr.

I have seen Elena several times since the summer now and she has become a sort of guilty
pleasure for me. She really is from Russia and is one of two EE mature ladies I have enjoyed a
handful of recurring sessions with. Interestingly, as I find that I enjoy sex with younger escorts when
they are from the UK (most of my P4P experience is up in Edinburgh and the north of England) and
the late 20s is my usual sweetspot.

Don't be fooled by Elina's AW photographs and read the age on her profile. She's a forty plus
female and has put on a few pounds since those pictures went up. Lovers of young, slim and perky
should stay away, but if you like curvy MILFs she's your thang. Elina throws herself into the sex but
still manages to be polite, chatty and accomodating in between rounds. Plus she has very big
breasts when you get her top off, with huge pink nipples. Perfect for motorboarding, which I do
every time to her bemusement.
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The Story:

This time my appointment was a bit different because it was a weekend and I was a bit less tired.
Normally I come after work and just let her get on with using my body. Anyway, I arrived and took
the elevator to her apartment and was buzzed in. Elina was in the lacy black porno-get up that I like
(I enjoy a bit of conscious filth when I punt) and met me at the door. Straight away I took a shower
and came out to accept the refreshment she always offers at the start of the session. This is more
fun than usual, because while I sipped my drink Elina took the opportunity to sink onto her heels
and introduce herself to a rather sensitive part of my anatomy.

I won’t bore you with the rest of the details but her performance was enthusiastic and energetic. I
am quite a tactile person in bed but I like Elina for her Milf porn star look, so it was a mixture of PSE
and GFE for me. YMYOV- Elina is open to light kinky stuff if she knows you and you have a good
rapport, and will try multiple positions and approaches. I was able to come twice in one hour, once
from sex ending in missionary and the second time from her enthusiastic oral and hj skills. In
between we had a chat as she gave me one of her trade mark massages, and I may even had over
stayed a few minutes. Elina is not a clock watcher and, and this is why I like her, has never tried to
hustle me along so she can get to her next customer. When you are in her apartment the attention
is all on you, as it should be!
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